
StuffKeeper-0.12.1

I wasn't able to find any documentation for StuffKeeper so I thought I would write my own. 
StuffKeeper is far too good not to use. It's not what you would call conventional but it's very easy to
use when you learn the basics.

Here is the main screen with a Table I created called Address Book. StuffKeeper uses the term Type 
instead of Table. Notice there are three panels. The left displays Tags, Types and Filters which can 
be selected from the drop-down or combo box. The top panel displays the records. These records 
can be stored in a variety of different Tables. The bottom panel displays the contents of the Table.

Now don't take too much notice of the details of this record as I made them up. The only thing that 
is real is the web site.

StuffKeeper is a front-end for Sqlite. Unfortunately the authors, Martijn Koedam (Qball) and Barak 
Korren (ifireball) have stopped development before it was finished. That's not too say it's broken or 
doesn't work, because it does, and very well.

It's taken me a little while to understand how this little Gem works so hopefully this document will 
save you some time to get it up and running.

When StuffKeeper is first run it creates a directory in /root/.stuffkeeper. Inside that directory are 
three files and a directory. The directory is called images and surprise, surprise, that's where the 
images that you use are stored. There is a config.cfg file which saves the GUI parameters. There is a
config backup file called config.cfg~ and finally the database.sqlite3 file where all of the data is 
stored.

If you intend to have a very large database then it's probably wise to save the default directory 
somewhere other than /root. It can be copied to a large partition then symlinked back to /root or 
simply tell StuffKeeper to look elsewhere like this:



stuffkeeper -d /mnt/home/stuffkeeper

The term Types is basically a table in database speak. After the initial run you should notice there 
are three Tables created for you, they are: Audio CD, Book and DVD. It's possible to make more 
Tables by clicking on Menu Item Type and select New. This Menu Item allows you to export and 
import Types as well so you can share with others. Below is one I created for an Address Book. 
Copy the text into a text editor and save it as AddressBook.type, then import it.

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<StuffkeeperSchema>
  <title>Address Book</title>
  <fields>
    <row type="13" in_title="0"></row>
    <row type="11" in_title="0"></row>
    <row type="0" in_title="0">First Name</row>
    <row type="0" in_title="0">Last Name</row>
    <row type="0" in_title="0">Street Number</row>
    <row type="0" in_title="0">Street Name</row>
    <row type="0" in_title="0">Suburb</row>
    <row type="0" in_title="0">City</row>
    <row type="0" in_title="0">State</row>
    <row type="0" in_title="0">Country</row>
    <row type="0" in_title="0">Phone</row>
    <row type="0" in_title="0">Mobile</row>
    <row type="7" in_title="0">Email</row>
    <row type="7" in_title="0">Website</row>
    <row type="8" in_title="0">Birthdate</row>
    <row type="12" in_title="0"></row>
    <row type="6" in_title="0"></row>
    <row type="12" in_title="0"></row>
  </fields>
</StuffkeeperSchema>

Once imported you can now start entering data into it.

Let's make a new Type (table) using the inbuilt tools. Select Menu Item Type and then New.
Here's a simple one I prepared earlier called Phone Numbers.



It's pretty simple. Click the Add button to add a field and Remove to remove one. You can change 
the positions of fields by highlighting the field then clicking on the up and down buttons. 

Take note of the Type and Name of fields. Clicking on the field Type will allow you to change the 
field property. It can be String, Integer, Boolean, Slider, List, Text, Image Link, Date, Password and 
Attached Files. The horizontal and vertical packing is used in conjunction with End fields to format 
the Types/Table/Form. Whenever you create a Vertical or Horizontal Packing field an End field will 
be created too. Try moving the fields up and down to see how the formatting works. It does take a 
little practice but it formats the table quite well.
The Expander is used to expand and collapse a field. I have placed a text field within the Expander 
field so it's possible to enter quite a bit of text. The Slider field is superfluous in the example but I 
included it for demonstration purposes.

Once fields are populated they are saved automatically as soon as you click outside the field.

It's interesting how records can be added and included in the same database with a variety of Tables.
I will try and make this a bit clearer. If you have been paying attention you should have five Tables. 
Remember,  Audio CD, Book, DVD, the imported Address Book and finally Phone Numbers that 
you've just added. All records are displayed in the top panel as per the first image. In this case it was
Charlise Theron in the Address Book Table. It could have easily been Billy Bloggs in the Phone 
Numbers Table.

You can imagine how many records may accumulate over a period of time. It's not much point 
storing data if you can't retrieve it. There are four tools that help you do this.

1. The search facility which can search for all data in most fields providing you supply at least 
two characters. It doesn't really care which Table the data has been entered into.

2. On the left of the GUI under the big + sign there is a drop down menu which has three 
options: Tags, Types and Filters, previously mentioned. If you right mouse click on the white space 
in the left panel It will give you the option to add a Tag. These Tags can be added to each record so 
the records can be grouped. Only the records that have matching Tags will be displayed in the top 
panel.

3. The second option in the drop down menu is Types. If you were to select Types then choose 
one of the Types, say Address Book then only records for Address Book would be shown in the top 
panel.

3. The third option is Filters. If you right mouse click on the white space in the left panel It will
give you the option to add a Filter. This is handy if you want to separate, say, Males from Females. 
Make sure the Table has a string field called Sex that accepts Male or Female.

Now lets return to the Menu Bar. Under File you will discover the following:

New Window – Open a new GUI.
Close – Closes the existing GUI.
Export – Exports the database using a choice of three different templates.
Backup – Backs up the entire database in .tar.gz (compressed) format.
Restore – Restores the database. Restoring the database overwrites the existing. Be careful.



Menu Item View provides the following options:
Sort Item List (Record List) by: Creation time

Title
Type
Modification Time

Show item pane – Show or hide record pane.
Vertical layout – Displays three columns instead of Left, Top and Bottom.
Lock Editing – Prevents editing of fields, stops accidental whoops.

Menu Item Item:
Open – will open the highlighted record
Add – will add a new record into the selected table.
Remove – will delete the record permanently.
Clone – this will make an exact copy of the highlighted record.
Export – this will export the highlighted record.

Menu Item Filter:
New – Add a new filter which makes it easier to find records.
Remove – Remove a filter if it's no longer required.
Edit – Edit an existing filter. It's usually quicker to edit a filter than create a new one.

Menu Item Type:
New – Create a new table.
Import – Import a table into your existing database.
Export – Export a table so it can be shared with others. Notice the format back on page 2.

Menu Item Tools:
Tag Cloud – No idea what this is about other than displaying Tags.
Generic Input – Another way to import data but I can't get it working.

Menu Item Help:
Visit Website – Unfortunately this no longer exists.
Bug Tracker – Unfortunately this no longer works either.
About – Displays the About box with credits and Licensing. 

Entering data.
Open a table by clicking on the drop-down between the big + and -
Select your preferred Table
Give your record a title and populate the fields.

Searching data.
Up in the search field, where the magnifying glass is, type at least two characters of the search 
string. The top pane should show all records that contain the search string. Click on the record to 
show the results.

Quite simple really.

Enjoy

smokey01


